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The denition of the angular velocity and the Euler equations, compared

Let m be a given vector.
The dening equation for an angular velocity ω is

ṁ = ω × m,
with the dot ()˙ denoting dierentiation with respect to time.
The Euler equations for torque-free rigid body motion are

ṁ = m × ω,

with m now denoting the angular momentum, that is m = I ω ,
where I is body's (diagonalizable) tensor of inertia.

The momentum polhodes as represented in Fig. 51 on p.117 of [1]

An elusive not as seemingly trivially xable motion orientation error

The orientation of the momentum polhodes as represented and corrected in Fig. 4.7 on p. 147 of [2, 3, 4]

The orientation of the momentum polhodes as further corrected in Fig. 4.10 on p. 167 of [5]

An axis of generalized symmetry of a rigid body: the Galois axis

The critical motion, discussed in the preceding section, corresponds to the separating solution which is missed
by researcher who (innocently) presumed that the case with unbounded (real) period ( T3 ) ight safely
be ignored.60 We are now being vividly reminded of this omission by Dzhanibekov's marvelous observation
and by Burke's ingenious half-twist experiment. Still and incessantly undermining the signicance of the
separating solution, the authors of [27, p. 401] had calculated the three projections of the angular momentum
upon the axes of inertia merely up to sign. 61 They did not indicate that among the eight possibilities,
which emerge, only four satisfy the Euler equations. The four solutions correspond to four semicircles, arising
from intersecting triaxial ellipsoid with concentric sphere which radius coincide with the middle axis of
that ellipsoid.62 These solutions might further be divided into two pairs. A pair corresponds to two coplanar
semicircles, glued together to form circle. Such solution pair was explicitly presented as the dual solutions,
corresponding to two signs of σ.63 The issue of duality of solutions here closely resembles analogous issue
with the simple pendulum, as discussed in [8]. There is oss of uniqueness at the position of unstable
equilibrium of the pendulum, which ust be augmented with Abrarov (two) critical separating solutions. 64
So is the case here, where (unstable) permanent rotation must be supplemented by two critical separating
solutions, given by the (orthogonal) matrix Q (for two signs of σ). Most importantly, neither one of these
two dual solutions continues by inertia (in a sense told in [34]) to a solution with reverse orientation (on
the same circle) but continues to one of the two dual solutions on the other circle. The latter statement
is made precise by noting that the vanishing of the second integrand in identity (13) does not imply the
vanishing of its corresponding improper integral T3 H/m of identity (15) for ψ. Such improper integral
might be directly calculated as
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I(A, B, C) := I(A, B, C, x → +∞),
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which coincides, modulo π/2, with the integral I(C, B, A).66
Without including the said critical solutions (along with the latter calculation), the (fundamental) problem
of rigid body free motion is not entirely solved, so in accordance with the principle Nil actum reputans si
quid superesset agendum, emphasized by Gauss in [18, p. 629], it was not at all ever solved! May all and
every credit for (nally) solving it be rightfully and entirely attributed to E variste Galois!67

As we now know, this fundamental omission is intrinsic(!) to the construction of Poinsot (as the sliding of the ellipsoid
was excluded).
61 The authors seem oblivious to the signicance of picking the right signs. Certainly, they must have never heard of Gauss
four year struggle with the sign of his quadratic sum, described in a letter to Olbers (dated September 3, 1805), nor they ever
seen Anna Johnson sign formula which we already mentioned in footnote 11. Of course (with such sloppiness), the authors
never departed from body frame throughout their article. And, like many others, once they determined an innite period of the
separating solution they lost every interest in it!
62 An enlightening letter, given in [19], from Sir William Rowan Hamilton to the Reverend Charles Graves is recommended
here.
63 rst presentation of these dual solutions was delivered by the author of this paper on October 26th 2016 at the Egorov
seminar on the mechanics of space ight (conducted at the Moscow State University by Victor Sazonov).
64 Contrary to common elief (refuted y Dmitry Abrarov), the pendulum at the unstable equilibrium does not require any
push (however small) in order to yield a separating solution. In other words, no unique single-valued function represents a
solution to the unstable equilibrium of a simple pendulum. In particular, the (full) solution cannot e limited to a constant
function, representing a standing pendulum. Two additional solutions correspond to (full) rotations (in innite time) in either
(clockwise or counterclockwise) direction [8].
65 Aside from the third section (dedicated to the axially symmetric case), we have not violated the lexicographical ordering of
the moments of inertia but relabeled them. This is our last violation of our rule.
In particular,
60
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≈ 0.219987977395459446, I(8, 7, 2) = −Arccos

Informally, yet eloquently put by Nikolai Vavilov (PDMI, St. Petersburg): There are tens of thousands of mathematicians
like Cauchy, but Galois is one of his kind!
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The square-root problem
Does a choice of a branch (not necessarily continuous) exist
for which the equality
1

r

√ =
x

1

x

holds for all complex values in the punctured plane

C\{0}?

If not then does a choice for a branch exist for which the
afore-indicated equality might be enforced upon any single
(particularly desired) value in

C\{0}?

If not again then does there exist any value in

C\{0}

for which

the equality is guaranteed to hold regardless of the choice of a
square-root branch?
The only value which satises the condition of the latter
question is 1! Note that the equality NEVER holds for

x = −1!

Moral: The square root and the reciprocal function do NOT commute.

Open sources concerning Fregat (I)

LinkFang
Fregat (Russian: Фрегат, frigate) is an upper stage developed by
NPO Lavochkin in the 1990s, which is used in some Soyuz and
Zenit rockets, but is universal and can be used as a part of a medium
and heavy class launch vehicles. Fregat became operational in
February 2000.[3] Its liquid propellant engine uses UDMH and
N2O4. Fregat's success rate is 97,6% (with only 2 failures in 83
launches), which makes it one of the most reliable upper stages in
the world. Fregat has been successfully delivered more than 300
payloads into different orbits. It remains the only upper stage in the
world that can place its payload into 3 or more different orbits in a
single launch.[4]

Fregat
Manufacturer

Used on

General characteristics
Fregat/Fregat-M: 3.35 m (11.0 ft)

Diameter

Fregat-MT: 3.80 m (12.5 ft)}

Length

1.5 m (4.9 ft)

Fregat-SB: 3.875 m (12.71 ft)}

Fregat: 5,250 kg (11,570 lb)
Propellant mass

upper stage, in addition to orbital insertion, it can be used as an

currently used as the fourth stage of some Soyuz launch vehicles.
The stage can be restarted up to 7 times.

Fregat-M: 5,600 kg (12,300 lb)
Fregat-MT: 7,100 kg (15,700 lb)

escape stage to send modern space probes into interplanetary
trajectories (e.g. Venus Express and Mars Express). Fregat stages are

Soyuz-U (retired), Soyuz-FG (retired),
Soyuz-2, Zenit-3F

Fregat upper stage is designed for injecting large payloads into a low,
medium-height or high geosynchronous orbit. Fregat is a versatile

NPO Lavochkin, Russia

Fregat: 930 kg (2,050 lb)

Empty mass

Fregat-M: 980 kg (2,160 lb)
Fregat-MT: 1,050 kg (2,310 lb)

Open sources concerning Fregat (II)
propellants. The remaining two contain the control equipment. The
NPO Lavochkin has built many interplanetary probes, and the Fregat stage
Fregat
follows their design traditions. The main part of the stage is six intersecting
Status
Active
Engines
S5.92
Categories
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Search
Other
spheres
placed
a single
plane,
four Random
of so
which
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The languages
main engine
is on
placed
between
the spheres,
Fregat
is a tightlyTotal launches 85
remaining two contain the control equipment. The packed stage with a
19.85 kilonewtons (4,460 lbf)
Thrust
diameter much larger than its height. A set of eight struts through
the
Successes
83
333.2 seconds
tanks provide an attachment point for the payload, and also transfer thrust Specific impulse
(stage only)

loads to the launcher. The Fregat stage is independent from lower stages,
Failed
since it has its own guidance, navigation, attitude control, tracking,
and

Burn time
1,350 seconds[2]
2
N2O4/UDMH
Fuel
telemetry systems.
First flight
2 February 2000
The Fregat uses storable propellants (UDMH/NTO) and can be restarted up
2 February 2000
First flight
to 7 times in flight – enabling it to carry out complex mission profiles.
It can provide three-axis or spin stabilization of the spacecraft payload.

Key features
• Autonomous - carries the whole payload delivery process itself without any assistance from Earth
• Smart - AI of the upper stage is programmed to avoid various emergency situations by its own algorithm
• Precise - provides almost absolute delivery accuracy right into a target orbit, due to its navigation equipment based on Glonass and GPS
• Multiple-start ability - engine can be restarted up to 7 times, which makes possible to ensure optimal delivery or to deliver multipley
payloads on different target orbits
• Versatile - fueled tanks are being loaded before installation in launch complex, which makes Fregat compatible to any launch vehicle
• Active lifetime up to 2 days
• Ability to start from four spaceports : Baikonur, Vostochny, Plesetsk, CSG

Fregat upper stage launch statistics

Open
sources concerning Fregat (III)
Failures
August 2014 failure
The Arianespace-operated flight of a Fregat MT ended in failure on 22 August 2014 after the vehicle deposited two EU/ESA Galileo navigation satellites
into the wrong orbit. The lift off at 1227 GMT from the Sinnamary launch site near Kourou, French Guiana, appeared to go well. However, a failure was
only apparent later when, after the second firing of the Fregat MT upper stage had taken place, the satellites were detected as being in the wrong orbit.
The Independent Inquiry Board formed to analyze the causes of the "anomaly" announced its definitive conclusions on October 7, 2014 following
a meeting at Arianespace headquarters in Évry, near Paris
The failure occurred during the flight of the Fregat fourth stage. It occurred about 35 minutes after liftoff, at the beginning of the ballistic phase preceding
the second ignition of this stage.

The scenario that led to an error in the orbital injection of the satellites was precisely reconstructed, as follows:
The orbital error resulted from an error in the thrust orientation of the main engine on the Fregat stage during its second powered phase.
This orientation error was the result of the loss of inertial reference for the stage.
This loss occurred when the stage's inertial system operated outside its authorized operating envelope, an excursion that was caused by the failure of
two of Fregat's attitude control thrusters during the preceding ballistic phase.
This failure was due to a temporary interruption of the joint hydrazine propellant supply to these thrusters.
The interruption in the flow was caused by freezing of the hydrazine.
The freezing resulted from the proximity of hydrazine and cold helium feed lines, these lines being connected by the same support structure,
which acted as a thermal bridge.
Ambiguities in the design documents allowed the installation of this type of thermal "bridge" between the two lines. In fact, such bridges have
also been seen on other Fregat stages now under production at NPO Lavochkin.
The design ambiguity is the result of not taking into account the relevant thermal transfers during the thermal analyses of the stage system design.
The root cause of the failure of flight VS09 is therefore a shortcoming in the system thermal analysis performed during stage design, and not an operator
error during stage assembly.
Since August 22, 2014 Soyuz ST-B launch vehicles with Fregat-MT upper stages have performed three successful launches, six Galileo navigation
satellites have been inserted into their target orbits in frame of Soyuz at the Guiana Space Centre ongoing ESA programme.

November 2017 failure
The Russian-operated flight of a Fregat upper stage ended in failure after the vehicle deposited the upper stage, a Meteor MS-1 weather satellite,
and 18 secondary cubesats back into Earth's atmosphere due to the first Fregat burn being ignited with the stage in the wrong orientation.
The guidance computer on the Soyuz rocket's Fregat upper stage was mis-programmed, causing it to begin an unnecessary turn that left it in the wrong
orientation for a critical engine burn required to enter orbit.

An axis of generalized symmetry of a rigid body: the Galois axis

Sam Loyd's 1882 $1000 oer (for combining even permutations into an odd one)
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